
To enrich the already vast realm of the Riven Realms, and to further add to the victory paths 

already available to players, Lost Pilgrims Studio is thrilled to announce its second free, major 

content DLC – ‘Seekers of Knowledge’. The DLC itself unlocks a variety of extensive questlines 

and introduces the Sunken Tower, a massive new dungeon and the focal point of the release’s new 

stories.

Once known as the Tower of Akarius, the Sunken Tower was home to a host of scholarly Elves, Once known as the Tower of Akarius, the Sunken Tower was home to a host of scholarly Elves, 

Humans, and Dwarves – all of whom worked tirelessly toward the unified pursuit of knowledge. 

Millennia have passed since that time, however, and thanks to the apocalyptic event known as the 

Calamity, the Tower now wrestles with a different fate. A fate where its once proud denizens 

languish in the recesses of its hallowed halls, seeking respite, unable to escape the terrible curse 

that has beset the place.

Along with the Sunken Tower, this DLC introduces a variety of new enemies, NPCs, quests, and Along with the Sunken Tower, this DLC introduces a variety of new enemies, NPCs, quests, and 

the new Knowledge Ambition questline, which tasks the player with amassing and uncovering all 

kinds of knowledge to achieve victory in the allotted time limit. The quest itself encompasses one 

of the largest stories yet to be told in the Riven Realms – a story that will inevitably see vagri 

descend into the darkest depths of forbidden knowledge and madness-inducing truths that are 

best left forgotten.

The Sunken Tower and its associated Knowledge Ambition questline are only available to those The Sunken Tower and its associated Knowledge Ambition questline are only available to those 

who already have the base game, as this DLC is the second in a series of free downloadable content 

forthcoming for Vagrus from Lost Pilgrims Studio.
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